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bear Jerry,

For days new I've been thinking about writing to you, but
could never quite decide what to say. I suppose our last
conversation has remained with me. I suppose I've been
concerned. The other day Gray and Tommy were questioned
about their relationshio with you. I'm afraid I don't have
the details, but it appears that the Church is looking into
some of your former friends. They haven't spoken to me,
5 "‘bl. i a " t‘ ' f "'d f s tt' "  f th 'i-Ziilbritiié.??°eYe2?°’d;Zr2 ‘$32 m3..eE€ZesZfig1“‘2§13k 1 3" n
can understand exactly how you feel.

Aeart from'ali that,"however;"things—are"gocd;~quite;~I’a
about to start a new book. The Waite Mandarin will be published
on June 30. I'll be sure and eet you a copy. as for the
Church I don't what what's goifig on really. There's a lot
of talk agent changes, but what elsetis ngwi Gne dayt_
perhaps ere wi be a o ear sepera ion e ween so 1 ics
and the technology. although it seems that this is not
that day. This much, however, seems clear to me: if I am
suoposed to have been given total freedom then I can certainly
write a letter like this to you. Or am I wrong? _ _

Now as for the point of all this, I suppose l Just
wanted to tell you that I'm here, that I'd be happy to talk
to you whenever and that I really don't awree that you're
an §SP" or whatever they call their eneaieg these days.
ferifipi I'm saygnfi all_th%s_asdmu§h for you is gar mS,I
in a once a a sir rien w o was expe e an'
failed to support herbthrough the whole nightmare. So
call it amends to myself. I just want you to know that I
don't give a shit what your label is now. If you want to
call, call. If you want to write write. Don't feel that
you have to "acknowledge" this letter. Just know that I'm
here.

Sincereiy your friend
P
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P5. Mandarin has been getting fantastie/reviews, plus
a Literary Guild Honor. Pretty good for a guy who's
connected with an SP,tuh?
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